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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter discuss about the background of the study, the problem of the study, the purposes of the study, the scope and limitation of the study, the definition of key terms and the organization of the study.
Background of the Study
Many characteristic of people in the world, actually they lived on social cultural, they need way to interact, to get information’s. Communication is the way of sending information (Matin H, 1995: 13) It is the method by which people share their ideas, information, opinion and feeling. In communication there is an important means that is language. It is a system of visual, auditory or tactile symbols of communication and the rule used to manipulate them. Anderson (2002:1) says, language also an essentially ubiquitous activity of human being. Finacchiaro states that language is a system of arbitrary vocal symbol which permit all people in a given culture to communicate or to interact. Meanwhile according to sapir, language is purely human and non instinctive method of communicating ideas. Furthermore as hornby states that language is a system of sound, word, pattern, used by human to communicate thoughts and feeling (Susanto, 2007: 3).
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Language is social aspect of human life, one of the most important function of language is an instrument of communication, maintaining relationship with others. It is a symbol of social identity and an emblem of social group membership and solidarity. Jonathan (1987: 90) says, without using language, it is hard to imagine how people can cooperative one another. Furthermore, language also has function to make interaction and relationship with others. Obviously, language plays an importance role in human life (Susanto, 2007: 2)
The definitions give understanding that language is quite significant for people as a means of communication. People need language when they are motivated to express their ideas, feeling and thought or when they interacts one and another. Otherwise, language will serve its meaning if only there are people who apply the language, and the process must be settled in social context. It means that when people utilize the language there must be other people they speak to, topic they discuss, and the situation which support their discussion. Therefore, sociolinguistics, as a branch of linguistics that studies language in relation to society, people are not observed as individual persons but they are observed as member of society. In daily conversation, it is impossible that the people just speak with the regional people that used regional language. When we communicate, we use the language to accomplish same function such arguing, persuading, and promising. Moreover, we know language, we can speak and our speaking can be under stood by other who knows that language. Communication through language enables everyone to adapt in physical community and social community (Ovando, 1976: 66). According to the film, they actors/actress speak using the regional language when they interact with regional people, but they used national language when they interact to people from different culture. in sociolinguistics, the term code switching is quite common, there, the meaning of code switching is the term which is used where the speaker switch the code (language) into another code influenced by many factors; e,g the speakers, the interlocutors. (Susanto, 2007: 7) When two or more people communicate with each other in speech, we can call the system of communication that they employ a code. In most cases that code will be something we may also want to call a language. We should also note that two speakers who are bilingual, that is, who have access to two codes, and who for one reason or another shift back and forth between the two languages as they converse by code switching are actually using a third code, one which draws on those two languages (Wardhaugh, 1998:1). Language switching and code switching actually happen only in the language of a bilingual or multilingualism.
Language switching and Code switching can be found in the movie, it is because movie is one of the types of literature. The phenomenon of code switching does not only occur in daily life situations. It is also used by some program broadcasters of radio and/or television (Safitri, thesis 1996). As we know literature is the implementation of human life. That is why, there is also a phenomenon in which the speaker sometimes changes their code. The phenomenon code switching itself has become an interesting topic to be discussed, especially in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap by Indrayanto Kurniawan. Since this movie contains the life nowadays young man on the village, mainly their problems of love. It may lead the spectator to begin imitating the way of character behave.
Language switching and code switching as one of sociolinguistic phenomena proves the distribution of language dependence in multilingual speech community. It is undoubtful that language switching plays its significant role when people are settled in bilingual or multilingual (Susanto, 2007: 5).
From the discussion above, the researcher intends to study on how language switching and code switching happened in the movie entitled “Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap”. This movie mainly uses Sundanese language. However, the actors and actress in the movie sometimes changes their Sundanese into Indonesian language. The researcher wants to know what factors influences this language and code changes. Beside, the researcher also intends to know the types and the frequency of the changes of this language and codes.

Problem of the Study
Based on the background of the study, the researcher will try to analyze the problem of this study is formulated as follows:
	What are the types of language switching and code switching found in the dialogue of movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap?
	What factors influence language switching and code switching occuring in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap?
	What are the frequencies of the factors and types of language switching and code switching in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap? 


The Purpose of the Study
According to the problem study above, the writer makes the objective as follows:  
	To know  the types of  language switching and code switching found in the conversation in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.
	To know the factors influence language switching and code switching occuring in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap used language switching and code switching in their conversation.
	To know the frequencies of the types and factors of language switching and code switching in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap. 


Significance of the study
This study is expected to have both theoretical and practical contributions.
Practical significance
	The result of this study would give more explanation about code switching of movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap. This also contributes the development of sociolinguistics in Indonesia. Particularly, it can be used as reference book for people who are interested in language switching and code switching.
Theoretical significance
	The result of this study can be useful to describe language that could not be described syntactically, morphologically, phonologically, and semantically. This study is also useful to dig more the knowledge of code switching.

Scope and Limitation
Research scope
The researcher is only focused to the types of language switching and code switching in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.
The researcher is only focused to the factors of language switching and code switching in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.
The researcher is only focused to the frequencies of the type and factors language switching and code switching  in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.
Limitation
The discussion about the type language switching and code switching of movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.
The discussion about the factors of language switching and code switching of movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kutangkap.
	The discussion about the frequency of the type and factors language switching and code switching in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.
Definition of Key Terms
The definitions of key terms are as follows:
Language switching 
Language switching as one of sociolinguistic phenomena proves the distribution of language dependence in multilingual speech community. It gives sense that in such kind community, it s closely impossible for its member to speak one language totally. (Hymes in susanto, 2007) defines that language switching is the alternate use of two languages or varieties of language.      
 Type of language switching
There are some types of language switching is it viewed from some different aspects. It is possible that different sociolinguistics may collect the types in different classification. (Suwito, in susanto, 2007) puts the types of language switching based on the relationship among the language participated in the process. He distinguishes intern language switching, and extern language switching.
Factors of language switching 
Suwito in susanto, (2007: 6) classifies the factors into six point: a, the speakers, b, the interlocutors, c, the presence of articipants, d, the topic discussion, e, humorous usage, f, prestigious usage. 
Code switching
“Code-switching is the mixing of words, phrases and sentences from two distinct grammatical (sub) systems across sentence boundaries within the same speech event code-mixing is the embedding of various linguistic units such as affixes (bound morphemes), words (unbound morphemes), phrases and clauses from a cooperative activity where the participants, in order to in infer what is intended, must reconcile what they hear with what they understanding.
Type code switching
The type of code switching is viewed from some different aspects. Type of code switching is a variety or style on how language change is operated. So, it depends on the style shifting with applied. Actually, Code switching is distinguished between situational code switching and metaphorical code switching (Susanto, 2007: 21).
Factor code switching
The factor of code switching are caused by motivators that can be influenced the occurrence of language change. Systematically, (Suwito in Susanto, 2007: 6)  classifies the factors into six point: a, the speakers, b, the interlocutors, c, the presence of participants, d, the topic discussion, e, humorous usage, f, prestigious usage.
Role language switching and code switching
Language switching and code switching as one of sociolinguistic phenomena proves the distribution of language dependence in multilingual speech community. It is undoubtful that language switching plays its significant role when people are settled in bilingual or multilingual (Susanto,2007: 5). 
Movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap
Main reason why the conversation in the movie use code switching is to make it more understanding by the interlocutors who are come from the different culture. 

Research Paper Organization
	To enable the writer arranges the research paper and to make it easy to understand, the writer divides this research into five chapters as follows.
Chapter I is introduction which deals with the background of the study, formulating of the study, the purposes of the study, significance of the study, scope and limitation, definition of the key terms, and research paper organization.
Chapter II is theoretical background or review of literature. It consists of underlying theories that include the definition of language and society, the definition of language switching and code switcing, the type of language switching and code switching, the definition of bilingualism, multilingualism, speech community, diglossia and bilingualism, and why the researcher use analysis novel as the topic of the research.
Chapter III is the research method. It covers: research design, data and data source, method of collecting data and instrument, and method of data analysis.
Chapter IV is presents Research Findings and Discussion of the Research. The findings of the research describe the result of the code switching in movie.
Chapter V in this chapter, the researcher presents the conclusions and suggesstions about the research. 



















CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter tries to explain about the continuous between the research with the theory. The contain of this chapter is trying to explain about language and movie, bilingualism and multilingualism, language switching and code switching, and diglossia.
Language and Society
Dealing with the society we need also to consider the basic thought and study result of both sociology an linguistics. Some linguist come to sociolinguistics from the field sociology and named their study sociolinguistics.
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Sociolinguistics are usually conducted with one or more of the following goals in minds; a description of the existing language situation and its social correlates, measurement, of the direction and magnitude of sociolinguistics change within the territory under study, estimation of linguistics consequences of government policies such as those pertaining to education or the mass media and or broad societal changes such as urbanization, industrialization and internal migration, etc (Liberson, 1982: 263). Pride and helmes define sociolinguistics as the study of language as part of culture and society.  Hudson (1975) on the other hand, states that sociolinguistics is the study of language in relationship to society (Susanto, 2007: 1)   
 The relationship between language and society or of the various function of language in society, should begin with some attempt to define each of these term.  A society is any group of people who are drawn together for a certain purpose or purpose. By such as definition, society becomes a variety comprehensive concept, but we will soon see how useful such a comprehensive view is because of the very different kinds of societies we must consider in the course of the discussion that follow. We may attempt an equally comprehensive definition of language: a language is what the member of a particular society speak. However, as we will see, speech in almost any society can take many very different forms, and just what forms we should choose to discuss when we attempt to describe the language of society may prove to be a contentious matter. Sometimes too a society may be plurilingual that is many speakers may use more than one language, however, we define language. We should also note that our definition of language and society are not independent: the definition of language includes in it reference of society (Wardhaugh, 1998:1). 
There are several possible relationship between language and society. One is that social structure may influencer determine linguistic structure and behavior. Certain evidence may be educed to support this view: the age grading phenomenon whereby young children speak differently from mature adults; studies which show that the varieties of language that speakers use reflect such matters as their regional, social, or ethnic origin and possibly oven their sex or gender and other studies which show that particular ways of speaking, choices of words and even roles for conversing are in fact highly determined by certain social requirement.
A second relationship is directly opposed to the first: language structure and behavior may either influence or determine social structure. This is the view that behind the Whorfian hypothesis, the climes of Bernstein and many of those who argues that language rather than speakers of this languages can be exist.
A third possible relationship is that the influence is be-directional: language and society may influence each other. One variant of this approach is that this influence is dialectical in nature, a Marxist view put forward by Ditmar who argues that speech behavior and social behavior are in state constant interaction and that material living conditions are important factor in the relationship.
A fourth possibility is to assume that there is no relationship at all between linguistic structure and social structure and that each is independent of the other. A variant of this possibility would be to say that, although there might be some such relationship, present attempt to characterize  it are essentially premature, given what we know about both language and society (Wardhaugh, 1998: 11)
Many common kinds of human interaction involving language, in fact, require an individual to switch readily and repeatedly from one of those roles to the other (Lockwood, 1972: 1). Having in set social interaction, it is necessary for the people to recognize the role relationship between them. Fishman purposes, any of two interlocutors within a given speech community or more narrowly, within a given speech network with in a speech community must recognize the relationship that exists between them any particular time. 
Implicitly when member of speech community are linked in social interaction, they are subconsciously tied up with norms obligations and value system sharpen in the community where they are interaction. As the consequence of the social equipment, it is created role relationship between the people who participate in the social interaction. Linguistically, this aspect, role relationship, facilitates people to establish their behavior toward the use of language. By knowing the relationship between them the speaker can consider how he should behave toward their companions between the speakers will implications to the different behavior of the speakers toward their companions. Linguistically, this behavior is shown by their use of languages of variant of language. For example, it is found that in transactional interaction, the member of speech community for example, a market create role relationship as seller and buyers, then it gives implications that members who play a role as seller have to propose different behavior when they are sit up in transactional with buyers from when they face others members of their own group. It is explained, then that recognition of the role relationship is part of the community of norms and behavior upon which existence of speech community depends (Susanto, 2007: 6). Language need be seen as connecting to objects and elements, therefore, only on its periphery (Lockwood: 5)   
The statement above, in its daily use, language is a tool employed by human being to achieve communication. People advantage language as vitally means of their communication. As social living culture, human needs to use language to communicate their ideas, feelings, and interest to say what it is in mind and heart, to others. Furthermore, it just by using language human can learn, study, analyze, so he could advance their skill, competence, also performance that living in worthiness, briefly, language and human life are endless inseparable.
All those information empirezed that the link between language and society as it users presented, the unquestionable or obvious characteristic of sociolinguistics, Hence, many sociolinguistics associated that the link between those two are undoubted. Wardhaugh stated that the link between language and society is inseparable, where the existence of one would be the requirement of other’s existence. Therefore study on language phenomena should not ignore its social aspect.
Hudson purposed dealing with the importance to consider with the aspect of social context in language study. First, a form of language is meaningful, because its society defined its meaning and used it. It means mankind who has created language. Second, the aspect of speech or using utterance, which is employed by the speaker, has such social function, it is either as interaction device or as an instrument used to identify particular social group. Both language and its society are undoubtedly included in sociolinguistics (Rahmadani, 2006: 16).   
The above description give some aspects which are necessary to discuss in correlation between language and society. One, that in social interaction language is merely not useful as a means of a communication, moreover it is also means of establishing relationship among the speaker and showing the identification of speakers or parts of places the speakers come from. Next, Trudgill adds that in social interaction, the first speakers, probably and subconsciously, tends to recognize certain thing that the second, for example what job he does what social status he has in order to be sure exactly how he should behave toward him. This recognition can be done via the use of languages, variants of language, style of language utilized by the second, inside making intelligent guesses about his companion from the short of clothes he is wearing and other visual clues.
The next aspect that in interaction, it is necessary for the people to recognize the role relationship between them. It gives the consequence that the use of language must naturally be linked to the norms, the use of language must be closely be tied up with social structure, value system applied in the society (Susanto, 2007: 5).
From that statement, language and society have a closely relationship, it gives a reason why people choose a certain language in his or her communication in a society. Exactly, the Sundanese community in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap where the Sundanese community switch into Indonesian language to Indonesian interlocutors.  
 
Bilingualism and Multilingualism
Bilingualism is the alternate use of two more languages by the same individual (mackey, 1982). Some expert give varies definition of bilingualism. (weinreich, 968: 1) state that the practice of alternately using two languages will be called bilingualism.  It seems obvious that if we are to study the phenomenon of bilingualism we are forced to consider. It as something entirely relative. We must more over include the use not only of two languages, but of any number of languages. We shall therefore consider bilingualism as the alternate use of two or more language by the same individual (Mackey 1970:555), a bilingual speaker uses two language that differ in speech sound, vocabulary, syntax, and multilingual speaker, or polyglot use more than two. The term bilingual will be used for multilingual as well, except when the two have to be specially distinguished (Taylor 1990:327) bilingualism may also involved dialect and a standard language or a high language for formal communication and a low language for inimate communication (Rohadi thesis 2011: 17). 
	Bilingual and multilingualism is the rule rather than the exception in our “global village”. When two or more language are use in nation, sometimes they are used in harmony but some times in tension. Problem associated with bilingualism are many and varied: economic, social, and political (Taylor 1990: 329). 
	People who are bilingual and multilingual do not necessarily have exactly the same abilities in the languages or varieties: in fact. That kind of parity may be exceptional as Sridhar says, multilingualism involving balanced, native like command of all the languages in the repertoire is rather uncommon. Typically multilingual have varying degrees of command of the different repertoires. The differences in competence in the various language might range from command of few lexical items, formula expression such as greeting, and rudimentary conversational skills all the way to excellent command of the grammar and vocabulary and specialist register and styles. Sridhar adds: multilingual develop competence in each of the codes to the extent that they need it and for the context in which of the languages is used. Context determines language choice. In a society in which more than one language or variety Is use must find out who uses what, when, and for what purpose if you are to be social competence (Wardhaugh 1995: 95)       
	Multilingualism is taken for granted, and moving from one language to another in the course of a single conversation is very common (Wardhaugh 1995: 96). In fact multilingual is used by community that they do speak different languages as they shift easily from one to another. The multilingual speaker can not readily tell an outsider how many languages they speak and to describe how well they speak each one.
	Bilingualism is sometimes seen as personal and social problem, not something that has strong positive connotations (Wardhaugh 1998: 98). Bilingualism is actually sometimes regarded as a problem in that many bilingual individuals tend to occupy rather low position in society and knowledge of another language becomes associated with inferiority.
	In this case, bilingualism and multilingualism are available in a using of code switching to the language he or she wants to speak. For example, such as the dialog on the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap may employ their bilingualism and multilingualism in a switching certain code to their interlocutors.
       
Language switching
Language switching as one of sociolinguistic phenomena proves the distribution of language dependence in multilingual speech community. It gives sense that in such kind community, it s closely impossible for its member to speak one language totally, Hymes in susanto, (2007: 6) defines that language switching is the alternate use of two languages or varieties of language. 
Language switching would not exist if there are not some crucial factors motivating the process (Susanto, 2007: 6). According to (Chaika in susanto, 2007: 6) proposes that the (bilingual also multilingual) speakers use of two languages is strongly motivated by social; situation type of conversation, as well as thee very real need identity with his compatriot. Hence, it gives sense that there are different motivators of the distribution of language switching.
Systematically, (Suwito in susanto, 2007: 6)  classifies the factors into six point: a, the speakers, b, the interlocutors, c, the presence of participants, d, the topic discussion, e, humorous usage, f, prestigious usage.
There are some types of language switching is it viewed from some different aspects. It is possible that different sociolinguistics may collect the types in different classification. (Suwito in Susanto, 2007) puts the types of language switching based on the relationship among the language participated in the process. He distinguishes intern language switching, and extern language switching. a, Intern language switching is participated two or more regional language in one national language. b, extern language switching is participates mother tongue of speakers and foreign language.   

Code Switching
The most general description of code switching is that involves the alternate use of two languages or linguistics varieties within the same utterance or during the same conversation (Susanto, 2007: 20). In the case of bilingual, speaking to each other, speaking can consist of changing language: in that of monolinguals, shift of style. (Mclaughlin in Hoffman 1991) emphasize the distinction between mixing and switching by referring to code switches as language changes occurring across phrase or sentence boundaries, whereas code mixes take place within sentences and usually involve single lexical items. 
In linguistics, code switching is the concurrent use of more than one language, or language variety, in conversation. Multilingual are people who speak more than one language some times use elements of multiple languages in conversing with each other. Thus, code switching is the use of more than one linguistics variety in a manner consistent with the syntax and phonology of each variety. Code switching can also occur at the phonological level i.e when the speaker changes the pronunciation pattern (Hoffman 1991: 112). (Susanto 2007: 21) said that code switching refers to changes over phrases or sentences (intersentential). It involves the alternate use of two languages or linguistic varieties when the same utterance or during the some conversation. 
Language switching and Code switching can be found in the movie, it is because movie is one of the types of literature. As we know literature is the implementation of human life. That is why, there is also a phenomenon in which the speaker sometimes changes their code. The phenomenon code switching itself has become an interesting topic to be discussed. The phenomenon of code switching does not only occur in daily life situations. It is also used by some program broadcasters of radio and/or television (Safitri, thesis 1996)
There are two kinds factor: word, and psychological factor would cause code switching happen. People like to use word to describe certain thing in particular language when they can not replace this word in a different language, or hard to explain in another language. For example, people use Javanese cuisine’s name in a conversation simply because they could not find a better word in English to substitute. Code switching can also be found between dialect and language. Peoples psychological factor determine how much they like to switch between dialect and common language. For instant, if there is someone who b from outside the region and could not understand this region’s dialect, others would have high possibility to speak common language with him if they want to show the closeness and intimacy. However, if they want to show the different between them and this outsider, they prefer to add some dialect or replace some word with dialect in order to isolate this person. In now days, many bilingual speakers are very weak at their second language compare to their native language. They can only barely communicative with foreigners with their second language. Therefore, bilingual speaks have their own weakness that has to be seriously considered.  
The sources of code shifting must be the factors revered to earlier as’ situational variables’, in the wide sense of the term that influence the decision on the form and context of the selected code. In some speech communities, the interconnection between situation and code is so highly institutionalized that a functional division reflected in two strikingly different language structures has arisen. The description of code switching depends on the production of ‘rule of speaking’ which do not themselves yet exist except for rough outlines and rules for narrowly delimited situations, it is possible to state one or two principle which will permit use to link monolingual style and dialect switching with bilingual language switching (Bell 1976: 113l).
People usually required to select a particular code whenever they choose to speak, and they may also decide to switch from one code to another or to mix codes even within sometimes very short utterance and thereby create a new code. Furthermore, code switching is a conversational strategy used to establish, cross or destroy group boundaries to create, evoke or change interpersonal relations with their rights and obligation (Gal in Wardhaugh, 1998:100)
Equating in this instance code with language, we can describe two kinds of code switching: situational and metaphorical. Situational code switching occurs when the language change accompanies a change of topics or participant, or any time to communicative situation is redefined, (Susanto, 2007: 21) they speak one language in one situation and another in a different one. No topic change is involved. When a change of topic requires a change in the language used we have metaphorical code-switching. 
Situational code switching occurs when the language change accompanies a change of topics or participant, or anytime the communicative situation is redefined. Example: with in single conversation, a teacher who are from java, usually speak Indonesian to one another when discussing matters related to school, but may switch to Javanese to discuss their families or another community activities (Susanto, 2007: 20).
Metaphorical code-switching occurs with in a single situation, Intersentential (or inter-sentential) code switching refers to a type of code switching: the alternation in a single discourse between two languages, where the switching occurs after a sentence in the first language has been completed and the next sentence starts with a new language (Appel & Muysken 1987:118).
 But adds meaning to such components as the role relationship which are being expressed. As the term itself suggest, metaphorical code-switching has an effective dimension to it: we change the code as define the situation formal to informal, official to personal, serious to humorous, and politeness to solidarity (Wardhaugh 1998: 103).
The next type of code switching are tag switching, Tag-switching is the switching of either a tag phrase or a word, or both, from language-B to language-A, (common Intra-sentential switches (Wei, 2000: 152). 
Grumpers analysis of code-switching in the community reveal that the situation is quite complex because of the member of possibilities are available, with the ‘right’ choice highly dependent of the social context and intent of speaker. 
Code-switching is not a uniform phenomenon, the norms vary from group to group, even within what might be regarded as a single community. Grumpez adds that each communicating sub group tends to establish its own convention with respect to both borrowing and code-switching. And that factors such as region of origin, local residence, social class, and occupational niche are involved in defining the norms. Moreover, bilinguals in such community are aware not only of the norms that apply within their own sub-groups but also of some of the others bilinguals observe (Wardhaugh, 1998: 106).
A speaker may for a variety of reason to define interaction as appropriate to different social arena, or to avoid, through continual code-switching, defining the interaction in term of any social arena. The later function of avoidance is an important one because it recognizes that code-switching often serves as a strategy of neutrality or as a means to explore which code is most appropriate and acceptable in a particular situation. Code-switching as a function of changes in setting, topic, etc (Romain, 2000: 60)    
  
Speech Communities
Some people use the term interference to refer to the occurrence of features of a foreign language or other languages in a particular language but others reject the use of such term because of its pejorative connotations and would rather see the mixed language as one language rather than two. Domain is” a socio cultural construct abstracted from topics of communication, relationship between communicators, and 
Locales of communication in accord with the institution, of a society and the spheres of activity of a speech community in such a way that individual behavior and social pattern can distinguished from each other and yet related to each other (Fishman, 1972: 20)  domains off language behavior and social pattern can distinguished from each other and yet factors contributing to the concept at domains are topics, role relationship and locale, bit another view includes motivational factors as well (Tanner in Marjohan 1998: 61).
Language is both an individual possession. We would except, therefore, that certain individuals would behave linguistically like other individuals: they might be said to speak the same language or the same dialect or the same variety, to employ the same code, and in that respect to be members of the same speech community (Wardhaugh, 1998: 116). 
Many speech communities create and cultivate myths and genealogies concerning the origin and the development of their standard varieties in order to deemphasize the numerous components of more recent vintage that they content. It is the characteristics of the newly rich to supply their own ancestors. In a similar vein those speech communities, the autonomy of whose standard variety s based most completely on ausbau activity, are also most likely to be concerned with its historicity, that is, with is “respectable” ancestry in time long past (Fishman 1972: 26)
Grumperz offers another definition of speech community: any human aggregate characterized by regular and frequent interaction by means of a shared body of verbal signs and set of from similar aggregates by significant differences in language usage. Most group of any permanence, be they small bands bounded by face to face contacts, modern nation divisible into smaller sub regions, or even occupational association or neighborhood gangs, may be treated as speech communities (Wardhaugh, 1998: 119) (hymes in wardhaugh 1998: 121) define that speech community is a local unit, characterized for its member by common locality and primary interaction. Meanwhile according to Romaine (2000: 23) a speech community is any group of people who do not necessarily share the same language, but share a set of norms and rules for the usage language. The boundaries between speech communities are essentially social rather than linguistics.
The single-language, or single-variety, criterion is also a vary dubious one. Grumpers points out that there are no a priori grounds which force us to define speech communities so that all members speak the same language. Many societies have excisted and still exist which bilingualism and multilingualism are normal (Wardhaugh, 1998: 118).

Diglossia  
The term diglossia has not only become widely accepted by sociolinguist and sociologist of language, but it ha s been further extended and refined. Initially it was used in connection with a society that recognized two or more languages for inter societal communication (Fishman 1972: 73).  
A diglossic situation exist in a society when it has two distinct codes which show clear functional separation that is one is employed in one set of circumstance and the other in an entirely different set (Susanto 2007: 20). Ferguson defines diglossia is relatively stable language situation in which in addition to the primary dialect of the language, which may include a standard or regional standard, there is a very divergent, highly codified, often grammatically more complex, super-posed variety, the vehicle of a large and respected body of literature. Heir of an earlier period or another speech community, which is learned largely by formal education and is used for most written purposes, but is not used in any sector of the community for ordinary conversation (Ferguson 1959: 336) 
Diglossia is a situation in which two or more language (or varieties of the same language) in a speech community are allocated to different social functions and context. The term diglossia was firstly coined by Charles Ferguson (1959), who used in initially to refer only to the use of two or more varieties of the some language by speaker under different condition. That’s why in a certain condition we find High (H and Low (L)) variety of a language used in the society (Susanto 2007: 20).
The most important feature of diglossia is the functional specialization of two varieties of the same language. The High variety (H), Ferguson (1959) suggest: 
“is typically used for sennens (in church or mosque), fonnai speeches and public lectures, news broadcast, in official documents and written communication. Most books and newspaper, and in poetry. The Low variety (L), on the other hand, is the usual medium for less formal situations, for purposes such a conversation with family, friends and colleagues, instructions to waiters/servants and workmen, informal radio and television programs, captions in political cartoons, and in personal letters and folk literature. Both H and the L varieties are used for oral and written purpose.”
   
Often in each language or variety in multilingual community serve a specialized function and is used for particular purposes. This situation is known as ‘diglossia’ (Romaine, 2000: 46)





















CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHOD

	This chapter discuss about the method that used by writer in processing the research. The contain include, research design, place and time of research, population, sample and sampling, variable, data and data source, data collecting method and instrument, and data analysis technique. 
Research Design
This research is descriptive study with quantitative approach. Quantitative research basically is a research that use deductive inductive approach. It means an approach that started from a theory, idea, concept, and understanding based on experience (Tanzeh, 2009: 81). “Research designs are plans and procedures for research that span the decisions from broad assumptions to detailed methods of data collection and analysis.”(Creswell, 2009:3).
A survey is a data collection tool used to gather information about individual. Survey are commonly used in any research t collect self-report data from study participant. The survey is an important and frequently used method of research. It is classified according to their purpose and scope (Ary, 1985: 361)
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From the definition above, this study will provide language switching and code switching related to movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap by using descriptive study with quantitative approach.   
Place and Time of Research
It is important for research to limit the place and time in order to conduct the research easier. Actually, there is no certain criteria in determining the place, but it is must e clear (Hadi, 1978: 8). In this study, because the writer will study the movie, the place of the research is by seeing the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.

Population, Sample, and Sampling of Research
Population
“Population is the group to which the researcher would like the results of a study to be generalizable; it includes all individuals with certain specified characteristics.” (R. Fraenkel 1996: 587). Population is compilation of individual or object that can be discussed on the research study (Turmudzi, 2008: 9). A population is defined as all members of any well-defined class of people, events or objects (Ary 1985: 183). Margono (2004: 118)defined that population is the whole object of research based on human, matter animal, plant, phenomenon, the value of test of something as the sources of data who has certain characteristics in the research. 
Based on the statement above, the population are all characters in the movie  Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap. 


	Sample 

Sample is a portion of population. It is part of population that is chosen by researcher to be observed (Turmudi, 2008: 11). Sugiyono (2010: 81) define that sample is the part of population that have they characteristic. Selection of sample is very important step in conducting in a research. By observing the characteristic of the sample, one cane make certain inferences about the characteristics population from which is drawn. The sample of the research is some characteristics that using language switching and code switching in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.
	Sampling 

Sampling is the source of data to get not only the representative of population but also inclined representative of information (Sumiyaryono, 2003: 9). According to (Sugiyono, 2007). Sampling is also as a way the researcher select number of individuals as a sample which represents the population.
Sampling comes to our aid by enabling us to study a portion of the population rather then the entire population. The first essential in sampling is the identification of their population to be represented in the study (Ary, 1985: 139).



Variable, Data, and Data Source
Variable 
Variable is the research object or what is being a point in research (Arikunto, 2002: 52). Meanwhile, according to Sujana (2001: 52) variable is characteristic of individual, object, indication, ever that can be measured by quantitative and qualitative. Based on the title of the research, the writer uses the double variable as following: the type of language switching and code switching, and the factors of language switching and code switching.
	Data and data source

Data is needed by writer to complete the research problems. Data is a unit of information that recorded by media which can be distinguished by another data, it can be analyzed relevantly (Tanzeh, 2009: 53). According to Richard (1992: 96), data is information evidence or fact gathered through studies or experiment which can be analyzed in order to be better the understanding of phenomenon to support a theory. Data source in this study only uses primary data Ary (1985) stated that the primary data were data which are collected directly from the sample. Primary data of this study is all character that using code switching in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap. 



Data Collecting Method, and Instrument 
Method of collecting data is the way that used the researcher to get the data. Instrument is a tool used by researcher when he or she use a certain method to collect data in order to reach the objective research (Moehnilabib, 1997: 67).  In this research the instrument is the researcher it self because human is the main instrument to collect data. Margono (2004: 119) stated that human is instrument that will be able to understand and to interact with the respondent, to analyze and to valve the meaning of various in the field research. 
Method of collecting data and data instrument are inter dependent and have a close relationship. The method of collecting data and instrument that used in this research are: observation, and documentation. 
	Observation method 

Observation is data collecting method use to gain the observe toward the research object (Rianto, 2001: 96). (Sumiyaryono, 2003: 10) said that observation is to investigate, to listen, to understand, to look for the answer, to prove toward phenomenon (behavior, events, situation, matter, and decided symbol) for several times without influencing the phenomenon observed, with note, recorded, getting photograph of the phenomenon to find analysis data. 
Based on the statement above, observation can be used to obtain information concerning facts. The researcher conducted by using observation guide as a toll to collect data. 
	Documentation method

Documentation is a technique of collecting data through data note that available (Rianto: 103). According to Moh. Moehnilabib (1997: 67) “documentation is a technique of collecting data from document such as books, journals, newspaper, magazine, etc”. Data are collected through by looking, and listening the movie. By documentation, the writer collect the dialog of language switching and code switching, and data picture of movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap. 

Technique Analysis Data
Data analysis is processing, interpreting, and organizing data into pattern and category (Tanzeh, 2009, p. 69). Meanwhile according to Arikunto (1998: 149) quantitative data analysis is a technique to arrange, organize and interpret in counting data. Quantitative data is a numerical from a counting or measurement. 
The result of the research study can be taken from organizing the data. It is to plan in advancing for the arrangement of research result. The researcher provide the data obtain as had found in the movie. After the data has been obtained, it analyzed by the theory of quantitative. 
In process  technique analysis data, the writer analyzes: 
	The collected data that related to the types language switching and code-switching of the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.

The collected data that related to the factors language switching and code-switching of movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap
The data analysis of quantitative used statistics that match with the purpose of the search. In analyzing the data, table of frequency and percentage are used. The data from analyze with looking, and listening the movie have been identified are analyzed on the scored. First, data grouped and classified based on the characteristic of the items, secondly, the items are scored are scored based on the frequency of using language switching and code-switching. 
The frequency of item is measured and put into percentage by using formula :
% = file_0.unknown
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Note:
F = Frequency (total frequency which occur)
N = Total number of sample     









CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter present the research finding that have found in the field, in this research will be done in the movie. Here the research finding to be analyzed and answered the third problems study, these are: the type, factors, and frequencies of language switching and code-switching related to movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap in their conversation and communication.
Data Presentation
The data code-switching phenomenon of conversations movie are so clear and without involving code mixing on the conversations. The differences between code-switching and code-mixing in the sense that ”code-mixing takes place within sentences  and usually involves single lexical item while code-switching is a language change occurring across phrase or sentence boundaries,” each point below is the answer of the study, and all the data presented below are analyzed by using formula % = file_1.unknown
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 x 100%. In this formula the frequencies is divided to the total code-switching that happen in the movie, then times one hundred percent. Finally each data is scoring into statistics. 
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The type-languages switching of conversation in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap

	In case the conversation in the movie is not only use one language to communicate with the others. Because they character is come from different environment. 
	In each conversation below kang Mamat sundanese speaker (S), and Indonesian interlocutor (I).
Intern language switching is found in conversations (1), (2), (3) and (4)

       Intern code-switching is participated two or more regional languages in one national language, two or more dialects in one regional language, event different style in one variant. For example below between asep and kang mmat where the sundanese speaker.
Conversation (1)
	Before each conversation below is spoken, previously kang mamat and asep spoken sundanese, then kang mamat switched into Indonesian.
Asep	: 	mang stop atu stop, aya naon ini?
	: 	“berhenti bang berhenti, ada apa ini?”
		(stop brother, please, what happen here)? 
Kang mamat	: tinggali gu den asep, die ja ntah baru kabeh ne “lihat mereka den asep, mereka semua sudah gila”
			(look at that, they all crazy)
Asep	: 	ntah naon?
		“gila kenapa?”
		(Why crazy?)
Kang mamat    	:	barurah barurung die kudu dihukum, mereka mengotori kampong kita sep, “anak-anak baru ini semua harus dihukum”
(they all visitors must be giving punishment, they filthy our village)
Conversation (2)
Asep	: 	aya naon die?
		“ada apa ini?”
		(what happen here?)
Farah	: 	mobil nya mogok
		(our car is broken)
Asep	: 	ya sudah, istirahat saja dirumah asep
		(its okay, please stay at my house)
Conversation (3)
Asep	: 	kunaon atu mak? Pan emak yang ngajarken menolong ke sesame, (what happen mom? Did you give me lesson to make good work to other)
Emak	:	naon kata orang kalau kita terima mereka disini? Kita the terpandang disisni asep, pan asep tahu abah kamu kiyai ma iya anak nu the mu babag urang yak itu
 (what the people say when we come in their in here? You know that your father are kiyai, do you make friendship with their?)
Conversation (4)
Receptionist	: 	eh mas nyari siapa?
		(who you find?)
Asep	:	eh mbak, mau nyari parah,
		(I find parah,)
Receptionist	: 	mbak farah nggak ada
		(she is not here,) 
Asep	:	farah:, 
Farah	: 	asep kamu kenapa disini?
		(asep, why you here?
Asep	: 	karena kamu disini, makanya au disini.
(I am here, because you here)
	In the conversation 1, 2, 3 and 4 above can classified into intern code-switching because of the sundanese community code-switch from sundanese to Indonesian language completely.



Extern code-switching is found in conversation (5) and (6)
	Extern code-switching is language switching participates mother tongue language of speakers and foreign language. For example in this conversation.
Conversation (5)
	 Before each conversation below is spoken, previously farah as a Indonesian language community say good bye to asep,
Farah	: 	asep ini kenang-kenangan buat kamu.
		(asep, this for you)
Asep	:	terima kasih
		(yhank you)
Farah	: 	see you
Asep	:	see you teh naon?
		(what is see you?)
Farah	: 	sampai jumpa
		(see you)
Asep	: 	see you juga
		(see you too)
Conversation (6)
Asep	: 	farah
Farah	: 	kamu kenapa jadi gugup begini sih?
		(why you )
Asep	: 	iya, lama nggak ketemu kamu, kamu jadi makin cantik.
(long time I did not to see you, you are more beautifull)
Farah	: 	kamu juga
		(you too)
Asep	: 	ah, masak?
		(realy?)
Asep	: 	asep teh kesini mau ngomong sesuatu sama farah,cumin entong marah ya, 
	: 	I am here, cause I want say something for you, but i hope that you are not angry
Farah, 	:	kenapa mesti marah
	:	(why must be angry?)
Asep	: 	takut nya sih apa yang asep asep omongin farah tidak suka.
		(I am scarry that I will disturb you)
Farah	:	oh soal uang kamu yang aku pakai kemarin?
(oh, this is about your money that I used yesterday?
Asep	: 	bukan, ini mah masalah hati, farah, I love you.
	(no, this is about my heart), farah, I love you)
	In the conversation 5, 6, the speaker say (see you) and (I love you) to interact with asep, and still in one discourse. That is classified extern code-switching.
The type-codes switching of conversation in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap

Intersentential switching is found in conversation (7) and (8)
In this conversation between sundanese community and Indonesian interlocutor who are talking about the culture of dressing in their village is classified into inter-sentential switching is the alternation in a single discourse between two languages, where the switching occurs after a sentence in the first language has been completed and the next sentence start with a new language. The conversation below kang Mamat and boni as a sundanese community who speak sundanese is labeled (S) and the photographer is a Indonesian interlocutor is labeled (I)
Conversation (7) 
	Before the conversation is spoken, kang mamat is angry to visitors which came from Jakarta, then, boni try to make calm. After that the photographer ineffective money to make easy.
Kang mamat	: 	bubar, bubar
		(fall out)
Boni	: 	kang lepasken urang ya, damang kan kaseeep pisan.
(sir, let me go, please, you are so handsome)
Kang mamat	: 	iki siak
		“diam kamu”
		(shet up)
Photographer	: 	pak kita damai saja ya?
		(Can we make everything so easy? ) 
Kang mamat	: tidak bisa, mentang-mentang kita orang kecil main sogok-sogokan pokok nya bubar.
(no, do you think I am a poor man you can buy me? fall out )
Photographer	: 	sabar pak sabar
		(take it easy, sir)
	From the conversation above shows that it is the type of inter-sentential switching used by kang mamat who angry to visitors community. At that time she answer the boni,s statement by using sundanese (iki siak”) , then he switches into Indonesian language to reject the photographer statement (tidak bisa, mentang-mentang kita orang kecil main sogok-sogokan), 
Conversation 8
Kang Joko	: 	baru pertama kali yak ke Jakarta?
		(this is the first time you go to Jakarta?)
Asep	: 	wah, hebat abang bias tau.
		(wahh, great, you are know.)
Kang Joko	: 	tau tidak bagaimana cara membayar taxi?
		Jangan-jangan situ nggak punya uang,
		(Do you know the way to pay taxi)
		(do you have money??)
Asep	: 	aya bang
		“Ada bang”
		(yes I have)
Kang Joko	:	Aya aya opo, ketemu wong ndeso
		(what, seeing the villeger)
Asep	: 	ini cukup bang?
		(this is enough?)
Kang Joko	: 	cukup, cukup banged.
		(enough)
	At the firs kang joko speak Indonesian language to asep, (baru pertama kali ya ke Jakarta?) then he switch into Javanese language (aya opo, ketemu wong ndeso), and he switches back into Indonesian language (cukup bos cukup).
Metaphorical code-switching is found in conversation (9)  
	From the conversation below is found metaphorical code-switching. Metaphorical code switching is changing the code as we redefined the situation: formal to informal, official to personal, serious to humorous and politeness to solidarity.
	The conversation below is talking about some problem in world love, in the conversation we have two metaphorical code-switching. The first is Brandon using formal code when he say to farah, and switched into informal code when he say to asep. The second is asep using formal code when he the first talk to Brandon, after that he switched into informal code when he speak with him again. 
Conversation (9)
Before the conversation is spoken, previously Brandon has in the farah,s apartment actually farah want to him to go.
Farah	: 	kok kamu bias masuk sih?
		(Why you can inside?)
Brandon	:	kan aku masih nyimpen kunci nya, dan juga aku mau balikan sama kamu 
(I still have the key, I just want to second opportunity)
Farah	: 	keluar
		(get out!)
Brandon 	: siapa dia? Guru ngaji kamu, atau ustad-ustad an, ternyata ada hikmah juga ya di balik kamu putus dari aku,
(who is he? Your spiritual master, or just little friends, so any luck whenwe long)  
Farah	: 	keluar kamu, keluar
		(get out! Now!)  
Asep	: 	punten atu kang yang punya rumah teh sudah ngusir, malu atuh.
		(excuse me sir, please lets go)
Brandon	: 	gue mau bicara sana da, bukan anda,
		(I want to talk with her, not you)
Asep	: 	eh mane yang diusir bukan asep, kenapa saya yang disuruh keluar, lier sib akang mah.
		(you are someone that must to go, not me,) 
Brandon	: gue nggak peduli lo ustadz atau siapa, lo macem-macem sama gue, gue hajar lo
(I do not care who you are, if you disturb me, I will hit you)
Tag switching is found in conversation (10) (11) (12)
	Tag switching is code-switching that involves an insertion different language in the end of the sentence. The conversation (10) below is talking about Asep as sundanese try make enjoy Farah that has cry with tag switching occur in asep’s conversation, here, asep is sundanese boy, tries to code switch into Indonesian language when he speak to farah. 
Conversation (10)
Asep	: 	farah, kamu kenapa?
		(farah, what happen with you?)
Asep	: 	oooo, gara-gara si beleguk eta nyak, dia nyakitin kamu?
(ooo that’s all about fuck him, are him disturb you?)
Asep	: 	entong nangis atu farah,
		“jangan nangis farah”
		(do not cry farah) 
	In the second sentence, on the conversations above show that it is a tag switching where in one sentence begin in Indonesian language then followed by sundanese language (gara-gara si beleguk eta nyak, dia nyakitin kamu) 
Conversation (11)
	Before te conversation is spoken, previously asep talk to his mother that he will married with frah.
Emak	:	Entong mimpi, entong mimpi, tek bakalan eta gadis mau sama asep, kalaupun mau, emak tidak mungkin mengijinkan karena emak tidak mau punya mantu bolahak balehek malawak, malewek gitu.
(do not be dreamer, she is do not want to be your wife, if she is gone I am not giving license cause I do not want have daughter like here.)
Asep	: 	pan bias dipapak nahan atu mak, di kasi tau, diajarken, pan ibadah juga kalau kita bias membawa orang ke jalan yang benar
(we can change her with good lesson, that is good if we can showing the good way of life)
The first sent the firs sentence is one tag switching, that used by emak she is sundanese, for the first she speak with sundanese and she included the Indonesian language (kalaupun mau, emak tidak mungkin mengijinkan). The second tag switching is asep that sundanese, in the first speak he used sundanese and then switched into Indonesian (ibadah juga kalau kita bias membawa orang ke jalan yang benar)
Conversation (12)
In this conver in this conversation asep will give spirit to farah that have down, he switched the language from sundanese into Indonesian language and then he is back into sundanese language. In case:
Asep	: 	farah, cobaan teh membuat kita makin kuat, perubahan teh membuat kita makin bijak, memang hidup itu tidak selamanya menyenangkan, tapi hidup itu adalah perjalanan yang indah, inget baik-baik nyak. 
(farah, the examination life make be strong, the changes make be farsighted, not always we have the good ways of life, but life is the beautiful journey, remember it.
Situational code-switching is found in conversation  (13) (14) and (15

	Situational code-switching occur when the language changes accompanies a change of topic or participant, or any time to communicative situation is redefined.  In this case asep is a situational code switching.  
Converstion (13)
	Before the conversation is spoken asep are happy to listen that farah will study about islam again. And he pray to god wit switched him language from sundanese to Indonesian language. 
Farah	: 	sep aku ingin belajar sholat sama ngaji lagi.
		(sep I want to study about islam again)
Asep	: 	bener atuh!?
		(realy?) 
Farah	: 	Insyaallah
asep	:	Alhamdulillah ya Allah, akhirnya kau tunjukkan hidayahmu
	(thanks god, finally you showing your power)
	In conversation (12) asep that  sundanese community speak with sundanese language then he switched their language into Indonesian language when he pray for god.
Conversation (14)
	 Before the conversation is spoken previously asep selected one to perform in the club, he can not sing, so he will pray.
Mc		: 	nama nya siapa?
		: 	(what is your name?)
Asep	: 	asep
Mc	: 	lo bias unjuk gigi disini, lo boleh lakuin apa aja yang lo bias bisa nyanyi tererah. Bias dipegang michropon nya.
(you can perform anything, you can sing or anything. Please take the microphone )
Asep	: 	asep mah tek bias nyanyi, asep mah bakal berdoa wae buat kita semua tak perdsuli apapun agamanya. Bismillahirrahmanirrahim, ya Allah ya tuhan kami terima kasih karena mala mini engkau masih member kami hidup hingga detik ini,bahwa detik ini juga atas kuasamu ya allah engkau bias hancurkan gedung ini, kau hancurkan tubuh ini terbakar dan mati.
(asep can not sing very well, so I will pray for all of you. Bismillahirrahmanirrahim, `allah my god, we say thanks for give me life until here. If you want you can destroy this building and destroy our body fire and died.) 
	In this conversation asep switched him language into indonesian formal language when he pray for god.
Conversation (15)
	Before the conversation is spoken, asep will remembering about the drinking alcohol is not legal for muslem.  
Asep	: 	stop atu stop farah, ini the haram atu farah
	:	(please stop farah, this is not legal drinking for moslem
Farah	: 	asep apa-apaan sih?
		(what are you doing?)
Asep	:	Katanya kamu mau belajar sholat lagi, ngaji lagi, asep seneng dengernya
(did u want to study about moslem! I am happy about that)
	In this conversation asep switched their code from sundanese into Indonesian language when they change the topic of discussion.




Table 4.1 : The Frequency of the Language-Switching that used in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap

No
Type language switching 
Frequency
Percentage
1
Intern code switching 
4
26.6%
2
Extern code switching 
2
13.3%
3
Others type
9
60%

Total
15
100%

Table 4.1 present the type language switching used in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.  Intern code-switching is participated two or more regional languages in one national language, two or more dialects in one regional language event different style in one variant. In the frequency, intern code switching in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap four times (26.6%). Extern code switching is language switching participates mother tongue language of speakers and foreign language. For example in this conversation, in the frequency extern code switching in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap two times (13.3%). 
Table 4.2 : The Frequency of the Code-Switching that used in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap

No
Type code switching 
Frequency
Percentage
1
Inter sentential switching 
2
13.3%
2
Metaphorical code switching
1
6.6%
3
Situational code switching
3
20%
4
Tag switching 
3
20%
5
Others type
6
40%

Total
15
100%

  	Table 4.2 present the type code switching used in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap. Inter sentential switching is switching from one language to another from whole sentences at a time or it is the alternation in a single discourse between two language has been completed and the next sentence begin with a new language. In the frequency, inter sentential switching occur in the movie Kejarlah jodoh Kau Kutangkap two times (13.3%).  Metaphorical code switching Metaphorical code switching is changing the code as we redefined the situation: formal to informal, official to personal, serious to humorous and politeness to solidarity, in the frequency of metaphorical code switching in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap one time (6.6%) situational code switching) occur when the language changes accompanies a change of topic or participant, or any time to communicative situation is redefined.  In this case Asep is a situational code switching, in the frequency of situational code switching three times (20%). Tag switching is-switching that involves an insertion different language in the end of the sentence.  In the frequency of tag switching in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap three times (20%).
The factors code-switching of conversation in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap

	 The writer found that the factors code-switching of conversation and communications in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap cause by the speaker, interlocutor, humorous usage, and topic of discussion. 
	The speaker motivate the members in social interaction to convey their crucial personal purpose and the speaker intentionally make a comfortable communication to the interlocutor. 

Table 4.3 : The Frequency of the Factors Code-Switching Caused by Speaker

No
Speaker
Frequency
Percentages
1
Cause by speakers 
6
40%
2
Not caused by speakers
9
60%

Total
15
100%

Table 4.3 present the factor code-switching caused by speaker.  six code-switching in the movie that influenced by the speakers. nine code switching is happened without the influence by speakers.
	The interlocutors; the presence of interlocutors may motivate speakers as the members of social interaction to change from their use of one language to the language used by the interlocutors.  5 code-switching that happen in the movie that influenced by the interlocutors, 10 code-switching that happened in the movie is not influenced by the interlocutors.

Table 4.4 : The Frequency of the Factors Code-Switching Caused by Interlocutor

No
Interlocutors
Frequency
Percentages
1
Cause by interlocutors
5
33.3%
2
Not caused by speakers
10
66.6%

Total
15
100%

Table 4.4 present the factor code-switching caused by interlocutor. Five code-switching in the movie that influenced by the speakers, ten code switching is happened without the influence by interlocutor.
	The topic discussion motivated the character that used code-switching in the movie when they talk discuss something. The writer found 2 code-switching in the movie that happened with influenced by topic discussion.  13 code-switching that happened in the movie is not influenced by topic discussion.

Table 4.5 : The Frequency of the Factors Code-Switching Caused by Topic Discussion

No
Topic discussion
Frequency
Percentages
1
Cause by topic discussion
2
13.3%
2
Not caused by topic discussion
13
86.6%

total
15
100%

Table 4.5 present the factor code-switching caused by topic discussion. Two code-switching in the movie that influenced by the speakers, thirteen code-switching is happened without the influence by interlocutor.
	Humorous usage, it is one of the reason of the characters that used code-switching in the movie using code-switching. They intended to imitate the good pronunciation in other language:

Table 4.6 : The Frequency of the Factors Code-Switching Caused by Humorous Usage

No
interlocutors
Frequency
Percentages
1
Cause by humorous usage
2
13.3%
2
Not caused by humorous usage
13
86.6%

Total
15
100%

Table 4.6 present the factor code-switching caused by humorous usage. Two code-switching in the movie that influenced by the speakers, thirteen code-switching is happened without the influence by interlocutor. 

Discussion of Research Finding  
	From the result of data analysis about the type language switching and code switching in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap used these are, intern code switching, extern code switching, inter sentential switching metaphorical code switching, situational code switching and tag switching. 
From the result of data analysis about the factors language switching and code switching in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap used language switching and  code switching in their interaction are caused by the speaker, inter locator, topic discussion, and humorous usage.
From the result of data analysis in the tables above are the frequency of the types language switching and code switching, and factors language switching and code switching









CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

This chapter present the conclusion and the suggestion of the study.
Conclusion
The conclusion of the study on the use language switching and code switching in movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap based on the result of research in chapter IV. These are:
The type language switching used in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap arer intern code switching, and extern code switching, The type code switching used in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap are inter sentential code switching, metaphorical code switching, situational code switching, and tag switching. The factor code switching usd in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap are caused by the speaker, the interlocutor, topic discussion, and humorous usage. The frequencies of the types, and factors language switching and code switching used in the movie Kejarlah Jodoh Kau Kutangkap.

Suggestion 
This study is only a small part of sociolinguistics studies that focus on code switching phenomenon in the movie. It is far from being perfect.  
58
The writer suggest, the study of code switching will be more attractive and detail. More languages  in the world, and diverge is  beautiful.
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